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What happen to the
promises for ending
VIP Culture Mr. Chief
Minister?
The coming of the new government under the
leadership of Chief Minister N. Biren perhaps had done
many good including bridging of the gap between the
police and the common people of the state.
What is more interesting is the sacrifices and
dedications of state police force to ensure public trust
towards the force which had been non-existence for
quite a long time.
Two days back a Superintendent of state Police
posted at Tengnoupal Police station had regained public
trust towards the force and people have started
feeling sense of security if police are seen on the
road.
A news carried by this newspaper which was
uploaded at our web portal www.imphaltimes.com
went viral in social media and response from all people
sharing was honour and respect to the District
Superintendent of Police Dr. Ibomcha. The District SP
jumped to the gorge about 150 ft depth to save
accident victim and carried the injured on his back.
Just a day after people started praising police
force, a son of a Minister who was driving a costly
car intentionally hit two police personnel who were
on duty in the heart of Imphal city. The two policemen
sustain leg injury and as of now it is not certain that
both the police constable could be able to continue
the service as it is not sure on the repercussion of
the injury cause by the incident.
A newspaper reported the driver of the car is
the son of MAHUD Minister Th. Shyamkumar. As the
car driver who intentionally hit two police constables,
who were on duty, happened to be son of the Minister,
no action was reported taken up. Even the police had
not filed any case. Instead it was reported that after
the police team learnt that the driver is the son of a
minister he was taken to his father’s quarter with
high respect.
When people started having trust in Police, the
nature at which the police team set free the Minister’s
son without taking up any action again created a
crack.
Chief Minister N. Biren Singh had time and again
assured to end the VIP culture but in reality the VIP
culture still continue. Sons and daughters of Ministers
are treated with different laws allowing them to hit
even police men on duty while the common men get
arrested just for violating a rule or for not following
orders of police men.
There are good police officers who showed no
differences among VIPs or Common men but instead
of following the path of such officers some police
men who is suited to be called “Black Sheep” are
spoiling the image of the police force by treating
sons of VIP as their demi god so as to get blessing
from the Minister (their father).
Chief Minister N. Biren should punished the police
officer who failed to take action against law breaker
and who attack the police constables for his
inefficiency in rendering his duty or else people will
lost trust in your promise to end VIP culture.

Legal Clinic

What is adultery, and in which
section of the IPC is it defined?
By- Aurag Pandey
Basically, Adultery is the offence of having sexual intercourse
with someone else’s wife. Here such cohabitation must be with that
woman’s consent but without her husband’s consent or connivance.
Also it is necessary that the accused person is knowing about the
subsisting marriage of that woman. The woman, here, cannot be held
accused of any crime and hence she cannot be prosecuted.
Adultery is defined under Section 497 of the Indian Penal Code.
This section says - “Whoever has sexual intercourse with a person
who is and whom he knows or has reason to believe to be the wife of
another man, without the consent or connivance of that man, such
sexual intercourse not amounting to the offence of rape, is guilty of
the offence of adultery, and shall be punished with imprisonment of
either description for a term which may extend to five years, or with
fine, or with both. In such case the wife shall not be punishable as an
abettor.”
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Ethnic responses to merger: A historical perspective
By - Prof. Gangumei Kamei
1. Historical Importance of the
Reassessment of the Merger
Question
The importance of a historical event
is judged by the interest shown by
the posterity, the historians and
intellectuals or common people in the
form of continuous assessment,
critical examination and new
interpretation in the light of the felt
social needs of a nation, country or
community. The views of a societal
group on the particular historical
event also changes according to the
changing perception of the event on
the part of the ruling group or the
social groups or the historians. Thus
the Merger of Manipur into India in
1949 assumes importance with the
changing perception of the question
in the mind of the present generation
in the light of the present social and
political realities and the aspirations
of the people. The ongoing
reassessment of the Merger
question, on a massive scale, is
unprecedented and is of historic
importance which will have
definite influence in shaping
Manipur’s polity and her relationship
with mainland India. It has great
relevance to historiography and
nation building process in Manipur.
The Merger was a great landmark
and a turning point in the history of
Manipur. The Merger was a political
decision forced on Manipur through
the Maharaja, by the Government of
India to merge into Dominion of
India, in the wake of rising Indian
nationalism
after
India’s
independence which had echo in the
political life of Manipur during the
period.
The purpose of this brief note is to
highlight Government of India’s
policy, either British or Indian
towards the ethnic groups, specially
the hill tribes during the post Second
World War period, their participation
in the democratic process in Manipur
during the constitutional monarch
and the impact of the Merger on the
evolution of the political aspirations
of the tribal people and their genera
attitude towards India and Manipur.
2. Two Trends in the Government of
India’s policy
The Second World War exposed
Manipur and North East India to the
outside world with its ravages and
sufferings caused to the people.
There were hopes and aspirations
and at the same time of fear and
apprehensions about the future of
the hill people of north east India
including Manipur. The Shillong
based political leaders raised the
demand of a separate hill state or
province for the tribal
areas of the region, Kohima based
Naga National Council demanded
independence for the Nagas. The
Aizawl based Mizo Union submitted
memorandum for integration of Mizo
tribes in a single political unit. The
ideas and opinions were not popular
among the hill tribes of Manipur;
though there grew up a number of
tribal organizations which aimed at
the protection of the tribal interest in
the eventual withdrawal of the British
from India. Major tribal organizations
were the Kabui Naga Association
(later on renamed Manipur

Zeliangrong Union), the Tangkhul
Long, the Kuki National Assembly
(KNA), the Khuls Union, Gangte
Tribal Union, Vaiphei National Union,
Hmar National Union, Paite National
Union etc. However, NNC’s demand
for Naga independence and Mizo
Union’s demand for Mizo integration
were not welcomed generally except
among some sections like the Hmar
and Mao leaders.
There were two elements in the
Government of British India’s policy.
First, they wanted the hill tribes of
North East India to exclude
themselves from any political
arrangements that might be created
after Independence. They made the
proposal for A Crown colony
covering hill North East India and
upper Burma. At the same time they
offered autonomy for the Nagas as
indicated in the 9 point agreement
between Naga National Council and
Governor Sir Akbar Hydari of Assam
in 1946. Second, in the case of
Manipur, they encouraged the
establishment of a representative
form of government under a
Constitutional monarchy. The
maharajah and some leading political
leaders’ including tribal leaders were
involved in the introduction of the
Manipur State Constitution Act,
1947. The British wanted clearly the
continuation of the State of Manipur
with internal autonomy with treaty
relation with India.
There was active participation of the
tribal educated leaders in the
formulation of the democratic
institutions in Manipur. Perhaps it
was because of this wise policy that
the tribal people’s attitude towards
NNC and Mizo Union was that of
indifference.
There were three different trends in
the policy of free India’s attitude
towards hill areas of North East India
including Manipur. While Mahatma
Gandhi’s humanistic liberal approach
was for that of non-violence and
voluntary participation in the Indian
union, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru’s
policy was that of paternalism and
autonomy for the hill people and for
the protection of the political and
cultural identity of Manipur within
the Indian Union. On
Mahatma Gandhi’s strong pressure
and Pandit Nehru’s strong support
the safeguards for the tribal and VI
Schedule autonomy was provided in
Indian Constitution. On the other
hand, Sadar Patel’s policy was for
‘integration’ of the princely states
with Dominion of India, which , in
ultimate analysis, as far as north east
India is concerned, was the
extension of the ‘Forward policy’ of
the British followed since the 19th
century. He was of the opinion that
the ethnic background of the region
including Manipur was different
from that of mainland India and he
had deep suspicion of the loyalty of
the people. Hence the strong Arm
policy Patel was carried out by
Governor Sri Prakash Paternalism,
humanism and autonomy of Gandhi
and Nehru were represented by Sir
Akbar Hydari. Nehru was not aware
of the democratic process and the
constitutional monarchy. So patel
had the last say on Manipur affairs.

Pandit Nehru, of course made up,
when
he
rejected
the
recommendation of the States
Reorganization Commission for
further merger of Manipur with the
province of Assam and decided to
keep the separate political entity of
Manipur as a Union Territory a status
the people of Manipur for obvious
reasons did not like.
3. Reaction to the merger : The
tribal attitude
For the first time in the long history
of struggle for survival and a life
subjugation and oppression under
the feudal rule of the monarchy and
the British colonialism, the tribal
people of Manipur were given the
democratic right of franchise for
selecting their representatives to the
legislature of Manipur under the
Manipur Constitution Act, 1947.
They had participated in the
democratic political system of the
state as MLAs and Ministers. There
were 18
MLAs from the hill areas, two
ministers in the council of ministers.
The tribal people were grateful to
Maharajah Bodhachandra and his
younger brother Chief Minister Priya
Brata Singh for the ‘gift of
democracy’ to them. The tribals who
were for centuries neglected and
downtrodden were hoping for new
life. They wanted a successful
working of the democratic system.
There were two opinions among the
tribals - one represented by Mr. R.
Khathing, the Hill Minister and Mr.
T.C. Tiankham, the Speaker of the
Assembly; the other represented by
Mr. A. Daiho, a young leader from
Mao was for assertion of tribal rights
and for independence.
When the agitation for the abolition
of monarchy and the merger of
Manipur with India was going on,
there were a lot of speculation and
misgivings among the tribal leaders
about the Government of India’s
attitude towards the Maharajah visa-vis the future of Manipur. Mr. T.C.
Tiankham, the Speaker of the
Assembly
expressed
his
apprehension in a hitter to the
Maharajah and stressed that the
future of Manipur should be decided
by the Assembly which represented
the people of Manipur. The Merger
came the tribal leaders were left in
total disarray. They could not and
did not react jointly. Mr. A. Daiho
was against merger. He was put into
jail in connection with the Mao
Agitation and released later on to
become an Advisor to the Chief
Commissioner. Mr. R. Khathing , the
Hill Minister and a war hero went
back to Civil services, Mr. T.C.
Tiankham also joined the Manipur
Government services.
During the post-merger period, one
does not notice and organised
ethnic responses to it but there were
sporadic reactions from the
individual tribal leaders. Then came
the all India political parties; the
Congress had achieved their
demand for merger with India with
great relish. The Socialists (P.S.P.)
which demanded further integration
of Manipur into the province of
Assam. Mr. A. Daiho in 1954 made a
proposal for a hill state comprising

of Manipur, Naga Hills and Lushal
Hill with a University. He
incorporated this demand in a
memorandum submitted to the States
Reorganization Commission (SRC).
Meanwhile, Mr. Rishang Keishing,
a young Naga MP from Outer
Manipur (1952) led a sizable section
of the Hill people in the agitation for
statehood for Manipur. While his
party was for integration of Manipur
with Assam, Mr. Rishang Keishing
was for the maintenance for a
separate entity of Manipur. Mr.
Yangmasho Shaiza, another
charismatic leader from Ukhrul joined
the Manipur Nationalist Party which
demanded revocation of the Merger
Agreement and independence of
Manipur.
Deprival of the tribal people o[their
democratic rights as given under the
Manipur State Constitution Act,
1947 (alongwith other people of
Manipur) was a great loss for
Manipur. Some sections of the tribals
were pacified by the Commissioner’s
administration by offering them
official jobs. But when, Mr. R Suisa
came into the political scene as am
MP from Outer Manipur (1957), he
started to organize the Nagas of
Manipur into a political union known
as the Manipur Naga Council in 1960.
The MNC made the preparation for
the participation of Manipur Nagas
in Phizo’s Naga Nationalist
Movement. He and his Secretary,
Mr. Z.Ramyo and other protégé Mr.
Th. Muivah joined the NNC and the
Naga Insurgent outfit while the
Merger had ceased to be an issue in
Manipur politics, the outcome of the
Merger namely, the Central rule in
Manipur which did not have any
democratic base, created a political
vacuum in the hills of Manipur.
Naturally, the Nagas joined the Naga
Nationalist Movement. However, the
moderate elements among them,
including congress and Socialist,
both Naga and Kuki participated in
the Political movement for
democracy leading to the
establishment of Union Territorial
Council (1957), Territorial Assembly
(1963) and Statehood (1972).
4. Conclusion
While there was no immediate ethnic
response to the Merger, the Central
Government’s colonial attitude
towards Manipur during the long
central rule (1949-1971 was the major
cause of the political turmoil’s,
economic backwardness and social
tension in the hills of Manipur.
Though ‘if’ history is a wishful
thinking, none can deny the fact that
had there been no merger of Manipur
in a crude md imperialistic manner,
reminiscent of the British conquest
of Manipur in 1891 and had the
internal autonomy under the
Manipur State Constitution Act,
1947 been allowed to continue
without interference from India
Government the painful course of the
history of the last 44 years would
haves been different.
(This article from the book called
‘Annexation of Manipur 1949’, is
re-produced by Imphal Times
after taking prior permission from
the publisher)

Should government control internet and its content
The history of the Internet begins with
the development of electronic
computers in the 1950s. The internet
was invented by Professor Leonard
Kleinrock in 1964. A researcher at the
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology in U.S. The first message
using Internet was sent in the year
1969. These messages were between
two systems connected with the help
of ARPANET.
FIRST MESSAGE SENT THROUGH
INTERNET Intl. Internet day: 29
OCTOBER
WHAT IS INTERNET??? The Internet
is a global system of interconnected
computer networks that use the
standard Internet Protocol Suit (TCP)
to serve billions of users worldwide.
It is a network of networks that consist
of millions of private, public, academic,

By: Jasmine Jennifer Anusha Acharya
1st B.COM ‘C’ Dr. B.B.Hegde College- Kundapur .
business & Government networks, of
local to global scope. The Internet
carries vast range of information
resources & services such as interlinked hypertext documents (WWW).
GOVERNANCE of INTERNET:
Internet is globally distributed network
comprising many voluntarily
interconnected
autonomous
networks. Operates without a Central
Governing Body. ICANN(Internet
Corporation for Assigned NamesØ &
Numbers) is the authority that
coordinates all the operational
activities. Headquarter in California
U.S.
INTERNET
AFFECT
?
ENTERTAINMENT E- COMMERCE
I N F O R M A T I O N

COMMUNICATION SERVICES
PURPOSE OF CONTROLLING
INTERNET The intention is to
maintain: Security Stability Resiliency
Along with its openness.
PUBLIC OPINION ON CONTROL OF
INTERNET FOR AGAINST 74% of
Internet Users world says that the
Govt. should not control the Internet
because; Social network helps thev
people to comment on the various
social issues. In this technological
worldv there is no time to spend on
face to face interaction. Someone
who wants tov commit an act of
violence will not disclose it on
Internet. 26% of Internet Users of the
world says that the Govt. should
control the Internet because;

Spending more time onv Internet.
Loosing face to facev Interaction.
Access to unwanted webv contents
SHOULD
GOVERNMENT
CONTROL INTERNET ???? NO,
because it helps in Fastest
development of Young minds. It also
Widely use to gather Information,
makes Communication easy, get Rid
from bored and Develop online
marketing,
banking
And
technological advancement.
CONCLUSION: The Internet has
become Heart Beat of modern world,
sudden control over Internet causes
lots of Impact on the developmental
activities and progress of minds. So
it is adviseable to provide more
security rather than the controlling.
“ THE INTERNET HAS ALWAYS
BEEN AND ALWAYS WILL BE A
MAGIC BOX” -Marc Andreessen.
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